Abstract

We describe the Uppsala University system for WMT13, for English-to-German translation. We use the Docent decoder, a local search decoder that translates at the document level. We add tunable distortion limits, that is, soft constraints on the maximum distortion allowed, to Docent. We also investigate cleaning of the noisy Common Crawl corpus. We show that we can use alignment-based filtering for cleaning with good results. Finally we investigate effects of corpus selection for recasing.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present the Uppsala University submission to WMT 2013. We have submitted one system, for translation from English to German. In our submission we use the document-level decoder Docent (Hardmeier et al., 2012; Hardmeier et al., 2013). In the current setup, we take advantage of Docent in that we introduce tunable distortion limits, that is, modeling distortion limits as soft constraints instead of as hard constraints. In addition we perform experiments on corpus cleaning. We investigate how the noisy Common Crawl corpus can be cleaned, and suggest an alignment-based cleaning method, which works well. We also investigate corpus selection for recasing.

In Section 2 we introduce our decoder, Docent, followed by a general system description in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe our experiments with corpus cleaning, and in Section 5 we describe experiments with tunable distortion limits. In Section 6 we investigate corpus selection for recasing. In Section 7 we compare our results with Docent to results using Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). We conclude in Section 8.

2 The Docent Decoder

Docent (Hardmeier et al., 2013) is a decoder for phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003). It differs from other publicly available decoders by its use of a different search algorithm that imposes fewer restrictions on the feature models that can be implemented.

The most popular decoding algorithm for phrase-based SMT is the one described by Koehn et al. (2003), which has become known as stack decoding. It constructs output sentences bit by bit by appending phrase translations to an initially empty hypothesis. Complexity is kept in check, on the one hand, by a beam search approach that only expands the most promising hypotheses. On the other hand, a dynamic programming technique called hypothesis recombination exploits the locality of the standard feature models, in particular the n-gram language model, to achieve a loss-free reduction of the search space. While this decoding approach delivers excellent search performance at a very reasonable speed, it limits the information available to the feature models to an n-gram window similar to a language model history. In stack decoding, it is difficult to implement models with sentence-internal long-range dependencies and cross-sentence dependencies, where the model score of a given sentence depends on the translations generated for another sentence.

In contrast to this very popular stack decoding approach, our decoder Docent implements a search procedure based on local search (Hardmeier et al., 2012). At any stage of the search process, its search state consists of a complete document translation, making it easy for feature models to access the complete document with its current translation at any point in time. The search algorithm is a stochastic variant of standard hill climbing. At each step, it generates a successor of the current search state by randomly applying
one of a set of state changing operations to a random location in the document. If the new state has a better score than the previous one, it is accepted, else search continues from the previous state. The operations are designed in such a way that every state in the search space can be reached from every other state through a sequence of state operations. In the standard setup we use three operations: change-phrase-translation replaces the translation of a single phrase with another option from the phrase table, resegment alters the phrase segmentation of a sequence of phrases, and swap-phrases alters the output word order by exchanging two phrases.

In contrast to stack decoding, the search algorithm in Docent leaves model developers much greater freedom in the design of their feature functions because it gives them access to the translation of the complete document. On the downside, there is an increased risk of search errors because the document-level hill-climbing decoder cannot make as strong assumptions about the problem structure as the stack decoder does. In practice, this drawback can be mitigated by initializing the hill-climber with the output of a stack decoding pass using the baseline set of models without document-level features (Hardmeier et al., 2012). Since its inception, Docent has been used to experiment with document-level semantic language models (Hardmeier et al., 2012) and models to enhance text readability (Stymne et al., 2013b). Work on other discourse phenomena is ongoing. In the present paper, we focus on sentence-internal reordering by exploiting the fact that Docent implements distortion limits as soft constraints rather than strictly enforced limitations. We do not include any of our document-level feature functions.

3 System Setup

In this section we will describe our basic system setup. We used all corpora made available for English–German by the WMT13 workshop. We always concatenated the two bilingual corpora Europarl and News Commentary, which we will call EP-NC. We pre-processed all corpora by using the tools provided for tokenization and we also lower-cased all corpora. For the bilingual corpora we also filtered sentence pairs with a length ratio larger than three, or where either sentence was longer than 60 tokens. Recasing was performed as a post-processing step, trained using the resources in the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007).

For the language model we trained two separate models, one on the German side of EP-NC, and one on the monolingual News corpus. In both cases we trained 5-gram models. For the large News corpus we used entropy-based pruning, with $10^{-8}$ as a threshold (Stolcke, 1998). The language models were trained using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) and during decoding we used the KenLM toolkit (Heafield, 2011).

For the translation model we also trained two models, one with EP-NC, and one with Common Crawl. These two models were interpolated and used as a single model at decoding time, based on perplexity minimization interpolation (Sennrich, 2012), see details in Section 4. The translation models were trained using the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007), with standard settings with 5 features, phrase probabilities and lexical weighting in both directions and a phrase penalty. We applied significance-based filtering (Johnson et al., 2007) to the resulting phrase tables. For decoding we used the Docent decoder with random initialization and standard parameter settings (Hardmeier et al., 2012; Hardmeier et al., 2013), which beside translation and language model features include a word penalty and a distortion penalty.

Parameter optimization was performed using MERT (Och, 2003) at the document-level (Stymne et al., 2013a). In this setup we calculate both model and metric scores on the document-level instead of on the sentence-level. We produce $k$-best lists by sampling from the decoder. In each optimization run we run 40,000 hill-climbing iterations of the decoder, and sample translations with interval 100, from iteration 10,000. This procedure has been shown to give competitive results to standard tuning with Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) with relatively stable results (Stymne et al., 2013a). For tuning data we concatenated the tuning sets news-test 2008–2010 and newsyscomb2009, to get a higher number of documents. In this set there are 319 documents and 7434 sentences.

To evaluate our system we use newstest2012, which has 99 documents and 3003 sentences. In this article we give lower-case Bleu scores (Papineni et al., 2002), except in Section 6 where we investigate the effect of different recasing models.
Table 1: Size of Common Crawl after the different cleaning steps and reduction in size compared to the previous step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cleaning</th>
<th>Sentences</th>
<th>Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>2,399,123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>2,271,912</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langid</td>
<td>2,072,294</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment-based</td>
<td>1,512,401</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Cleaning of Common Crawl

The Common Crawl (CC) corpus was collected from web sources, and was made available for the WMT13 workshop. It is noisy, with many sentences with the wrong language and also many non-corresponding sentence pairs. To make better use of this resource we investigated two methods for cleaning it, by making use of language identification and alignment-based filtering. Before any other cleaning we performed basic filtering where we only kept pairs where both sentences had at most 60 words, and with a length ratio of maximum 3. This led to a 5.3% reduction of sentences, as shown in Table 1.

Language Identification

For language identification we used the off-the-shelf tool langid.py (Lui and Baldwin, 2012). It is a python library, covering 97 languages, including English and German, trained on data drawn from five different domains. It uses a naive Bayes classifier with a multinomial event model, over a mixture of byte \( n \)-grams. As for many language identification packages it works best for longer texts, but Lui and Baldwin (2012) also showed that it has good performance for short microblog texts, with an accuracy of 0.89–0.94.

We applied langid.py for each sentence in the CC corpus, and kept only those sentence pairs where the correct language was identified for both sentences with a confidence of at least 0.999. The total number of sentences was reduced by a further 8.8% based on the langid filtering.

We performed an analysis on a set of 1000 sentence pairs. Among the 907 sentences that were kept in this set we did not find any cases with the wrong language. Table 2 shows an analysis of the 93 sentences that were removed from this test set. The overall accuracy of langid.py is much higher than indicated in the table, however, since it does not include the correctly identified English and German sentences. We grouped the removed sentences into four categories, cases where both languages were correctly identified, but under the confidence threshold of 0.999, cases where both languages were incorrectly identified, and cases where one language was incorrectly identified. Overall the language identification was accurate on 54 of the 93 removed sentences. In 18 of the cases where it was wrong, the sentences were not translation correspondents, which means that we only wrongly removed 21 out of 1000 sentences. It was also often the case when the language was wrongly identified, that large parts of the sentence consisted of place names, such as “Forums about Conil de la Frontera - Cádiz.” – “Foren über Conil de la Frontera - Cádiz.”, which were identified as es/ht instead of en/de. Even though such sentence pairs do correspond, they do not contain much useful translation material.

Alignment-Based Cleaning

For the alignment-based cleaning, we aligned the data from the previous step using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) in both directions, and used the intersection of the alignments. The intersection of alignments is more sparse than the standard SMT symmetrization heuristics, like grow-diag-final-and (Koehn et al., 2005). Our hypothesis was that sentence pairs with very few alignment points in the intersection would likely not be corresponding sentences.

We used two types of filtering thresholds based on alignment points. The first threshold is for the ratio of the number of alignment points and the maximum sentence length. The second threshold is the absolute number of alignment points in a sentence pair. In addition we used a third threshold based on the length ratio of the sentences.

To find good values for the filtering thresholds, we created a small gold standard where we manually annotated 100 sentence pairs as being corresponding or not. In this set the sentence pairs did not match in 33 cases. Table 3 show results for some different values for the threshold parameters. Overall we are able to get a very high precision on the task of removing non-corresponding sentences, which means that most sentences that are removed based on this cleaning are actually non-corresponding sentences. The recall is a bit lower, indicating that there are still non-corresponding sentences left in our data. In our translation system we used the bold values in Table 3, since it gave high precision with reasonable recall for the removal of non-corresponding sentences, meaning
Table 2: Reasons and correctness for removing sentences based on language ID for 93 sentences out of a 1000 sentence subset, divided into wrong language (lang), non-corresponding (non-corr) pairs, and corresponding (corr) pairs.

Table 3: Results of alignment-based cleaning for different values of the filtering parameters, with precision (Prec.), recall (Recall), and F-score (F) for the identification of erroneous sentence pairs and the percentage of kept sentence pairs.

Table 4: Cross-entropy (CE) and relative interpolation weights (IP) compared to EP-NC for the Common Crawl corpus, with different cleaning.

Table 5: Translation results with the different types of cleaning of CC, and without it. We show results of different corpus combinations both during tuning and testing.

Results In Table 5 we show the translation results with the different types of cleaning of CC, and without it. We show results of different corpus combinations both during tuning and testing. We see that we get the overall best result by both tuning and testing with the alignment-based cleaning of CC, but it is not as useful to do the extra cleaning if we do not tune with it as well. Overall we get the best results when tuning is performed including a cleaned version of CC. This setup gives a large improvement compared to not using CC at all, or to use it with only basic cleaning. There is little difference in Bleu scores when testing with either basic cleaning, or cleaning based on language ID, with a given tuning, which is not surprising given their small and similar interpolation weights. Tuning was, however, not successful when using CC with basic cleaning.

Overall we think that alignment-based corpus cleaning worked well. It reduced the size of the corpus by over 25%, improved the cross-entropy for interpolation with the EP-NC phrase-table, and

That we kept most correctly aligned sentence pairs.

This cleaning method is more aggressive than the other cleaning methods we described. For the gold standard only 57% of sentences were kept, but in the full training set it was a bit higher, 73%, as shown in Table 1.

Phrase Table Interpolation To use the CC corpus in our system we first trained a separate phrase table which we then interpolated with the phrase table trained on EP-NC. In this way we could always run the system with a single phrase table. For interpolation, we used the perplexity minimization for weighted counts method by Sennrich (2012). Each of the four weights in the phrase table, backward and forward phrase translation probabilities and lexical weights, are optimized separately. This method minimizes the cross-entropy based on a held-out corpus, for which we used the concatenation of all available News development sets.

The cross-entropy and the contribution of CC relative to EP-NC, are shown for phrase translation probabilities in both directions in Table 4. The numbers for lexical weights show similar trends. For each cleaning step the cross-entropy is reduced and the contribution of CC is increased. The difference between the basic cleaning and langid is very small, however. The alignment-based cleaning shows a much larger effect. After that cleaning step the CC corpus has a similar contribution to EP-NC. This is an indicator that the final cleaned CC corpus fits the development set well.
Testing
Tuning not used basic langid alignment
not used 14.0 13.9 13.9 14.0
basic 14.2 14.5 14.3 14.3
langid 15.2 15.3 15.3 15.3
alignment 12.7 15.3 15.3 15.7

Table 5: Bleu scores with different types of cleaning and without Common Crawl

gave an improvement on the translation task. We still think that there is potential for further improving this filtering and to annotate larger test sets to investigate the effects in more detail.

5 Tunable Distortion Limits

The Docent decoder uses a hill-climbing search and can perform operations anywhere in the sentence. Thus, it does not need to enforce a strict distortion limit. In the Docent implementation, the distortion limit is actually implemented as a feature, which is normally given a very large weight, which effectively means that it works as a hard constraint. This could easily be relaxed, however, and in this work we investigate the effects of using soft distortion limits, which can be optimized during tuning, like other features. In this way long-distance movements can be allowed when they are useful, instead of prohibiting them completely. A drawback of using no or soft distortion limits is that it increases the search space.

In this work we mostly experiment with variants of one or two standard distortion limits, but with a tunable weight. We also tried to use separate soft distortion limits for left- and right-movement. Table 6 show the results with different types of distortion limits. The system with a standard fixed distortion limits of 6 has a somewhat lower score than most of the systems with no or soft distortion limits. In most cases the scores are similar, and we see no clear affects of allowing tunable limits over allowing unlimited distortion. The system that uses two mono-directional limits of 6 and 10 has slightly higher scores than the other systems, and is used in our final submission.

One possible reason for the lack of effect of allowing more distortion could be that it rarely happens that an operator is chosen that performs such distortion, when we use the standard Docent settings. To investigate this, we varied the settings of the parameters that guide the swap-phrases operator, and used the move-phrases operator instead of swap-phrases. None of these changes led to any

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DL type</th>
<th>Limit</th>
<th>Bleu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No DL</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard DL 6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One soft DL</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two soft DLs</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6,10</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional soft DLs</td>
<td>6,10</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Bleu scores for different distortion limit (DL) settings

improvements, however.

While we saw no clear effects when using tunable distortion limits, we plan to extend this work in the future to model movement differently based on parts of speech. For the English–German language pair, for instance, it would be reasonable to allow long distance moves of verb groups with no or little cost, but use a hard limit or a high cost for other parts of speech.

6 Corpus Selection for Recasing

In this section we investigate the effect of using different corpus combinations for recasing. We lower-cased our training corpus, which means that we need a full recasing step as post-processing. This is performed by training a SMT system on lower-cased and true-cased target language. We used the Moses toolkit to train the recasing system and to decode during recasing. We investigate the effect of using different combinations of the available training corpora to train the recasing model.

Table 7 show case sensitive Bleu scores, which can be compared to the previous case-insensitive scores of 15.7. We see that there is a larger effect of including more data in the language model than in the translation model. There is a performance jump both when adding CC data and when adding News data to the language model. The results are best when we include the News data, which is not included in the English–German translation model, but which is much larger than the other corpora. There is no further gain by using News in combination with other corpora compared to using only News. When adding more data to the translation model there is only a minor effect, with the difference between only using EP-NC and using all available corpora is at most 0.2 Bleu points. In our submitted system we use the monolingual News corpus both in the LM and the TM.

There are other options for how to treat recas-
Table 7: Case-sensitive Bleu scores with different corpus combinations for the language model and translation model (TM) for recasing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EP-NC</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP-NC-News</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Bleu scores for Docent initialized randomly or with stack decoding compared to Moses. Tuning is performed with either Moses or Docent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test system</th>
<th>Tuning system</th>
<th>Bleu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docent (random)</td>
<td>Docent</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docent (stack)</td>
<td>Docent</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses</td>
<td>Docent</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docent (random)</td>
<td>Moses</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docent (stack)</td>
<td>Moses</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses</td>
<td>Moses</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Case-sensitive Bleu scores with different corpus combinations for the language model and translation model (TM) for recasing.

Table 8: Bleu scores for Docent initialized randomly or with stack decoding compared to Moses.

Table 8: Bleu scores for Docent initialized randomly or with stack decoding compared to Moses. Tuning is performed with either Moses or Docent.

### 7 Comparison to Moses

So far we have only shown results using the Docent decoder on its own, with a random initialization, since we wanted to submit a Docent-only system for the shared task. In this section we also show contrastive results with Moses, and for Docent initialized with stack decoding, using Moses, and for different type of tuning.

Previous research have shown mixed results for the effect of initializing Docent with and without stack decoding, when using the same feature sets. In Hardmeier et al. (2012) there was a drop of about 1 Bleu point for English–French translation based on WMT11 data when random initialization was used. In Stymne et al. (2013a), on the other hand, Docent gave very similar results with both types of initialization for German–English WMT13 data. The latter setup is similar to ours, except that no Common Crawl data was used.

The results with our setup are shown in Table 8. In this case we lose around a Bleu point when using Docent on its own, without Moses initialization. We also see that the results are lower when using Moses with the Docent tuning method, or when combining Moses and Docent with Docent tuning. This indicates that the document-level tuning has not given satisfactory results in this scenario, contrary to the results in Stymne et al. (2013a), which we plan to explore further in future work. Overall we think it is important to develop stronger context-sensitive models for Docent, which can take advantage of the document context.

### 8 Conclusion

We have presented the Uppsala University system for WMT 2013. Our submitted system uses Docent with random initialization and two tunable distortion limits of 6 and 10. It is trained with the Common Crawl corpus, cleaned using language identification and alignment-based filtering. For recasing we used the monolingual News corpora.

For corpus-cleaning, we present a novel method for cleaning noisy corpora based on the number and ratio of word alignment links for sentence pairs, which leads to a large reduction of corpus size, and to small improvements on the translation task. We also experiment with tunable distortion limits, which do not lead to any consistent improvements at this stage.

In the current setup the search algorithm of Docent is not strong enough to compete with the effective search in standard decoders like Moses. We are, however, working on developing discourse-aware models that can take advantage of the document-level context, which is available in Docent. We also need to further investigate tuning methods for Docent.
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